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��multimode male-male cable, 
use these cables on the OP280 and OP480.
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��multimode female-male cable, 
use these cables on the OP280 and OP480.
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��multimode female-female cable, 
use these cables on the OP280 and OP480.
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��single-mode male-male cable, 
use these cables on the OP280 and OP480.
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��single-mode female-male cable, 
use these cables on the OP280 and OP480.
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��single-mode female-female cable, 
use these cables on the OP280 and OP480.
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Turn both units on by pressing 
their respective power buttons.

Press and hold this button on the OP280 to put 
the unit into OP480 Automatic mode.

The LEDs on the front panel should cycle quickly 
through the channels. This mode sets the unit 
to cycle through each of the sources, signaling 
to the detectors in the OP480 which channels 
are mapped in which way.  The mapping results 
should appear immediately on the screen of the 
OP480, displayed in the lower right corner.

To change the mode, simply press this 
button on the OP480 to cycle from 12 
channel mode to 8 channel mode and 4 
channel mode, as well as Detect mode.

To toggle the backlight of the screen, press this button. 
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to change the custom mappings and to adjust the custom modes. 

With both the OP480 and 
OP280 powered on, connect 
the appropriate SAVer cables 
to both units and connect 
both ends of the DUT to the 
SAVer cables.

The OP280|OP480 system 
is based on a type A 
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accurate results it is 
necessary that all SAVer 
cables and mating adapters 
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Overview 

OptoTest’s OP480 MultiFiber Polarity Tester 
automates testing for broken and crossed fibers with 
immediate and easy-to-read results. When used in 
conjunction with the OP280 Ribbon Visual Fault 
Locator, the OP480 quickly displays results for many 
different ribbon configurations and channel counts 
including type A, B, and C. Additionally, it can be 
configured with any number of custom mappings via 
utility software.

This quick start guide will demonstrate the steps 
necessary to begin testing polarity using the 
OP-POLARITYKIT-12.

Polarity Tester

The OP-POLARITYKIT-12 includes:

�� OP280MT Ribbon Visual Fault Locator
�� �����	
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�� Four Launch and Receive Optical Cables
�� Two Mating Adapters 
�� Cleaning Tools
�� OP280 | OP480 Software
�� Portable Power Pack
�� �������������



Notice of Proprietary Rights

The design concepts and engineering details embodied in this 
manual, which are the property of OptoTest Corporation, are 
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this manual is to be spuriously used or disclosed without the 
express written permission of OptoTest Corporation. All rights are 
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in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, 
electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, 
without prior written permission from OptoTest Corporation.

COPYRIGHT© 2017 by OptoTest Corporation
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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Warranty Information

OptoTest Corp. warrants this product to be free from defects in 
material and workmanship for a period of two years from date of 
shipment. During the warranty period we will, at our option, either 
repair or replace any product that proves to be defective. To 
exercise this warranty contact OptoTest Corp. headquarters. You
will be given prompt assistance and return instructions. Repairs 
will be made and the instrument returned, transportation prepaid. 
Repaired products are warranted for the balance of the original 
warranty period, or at least 90 days.
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